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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

MORE RAMBLINGS
“It’s the most wonderful time of the year…” the Driving season in
Central Oregon. Two and four door Porsches are everywhere I drive.
We have some great roads and vistas and diversity of scenery here in
Central Oregon, don’t forget to get out and enjoy them. It’s top down
time for those who can go topless. I’m happy to report I go topless
whenever I can.
The email for “opting in” for the Membership Contact list has gone out
and the response has been great, thank you! Keep those emails
coming, Rob doesn’t mind. Once we have replies tabulated and on the
web, we’ll send out a email blast letting you know.
We are working on the 2019 “New Member” social, Kim Morris is pulling this together as
Membership chair. We are planning to have the August A & D end at the social. An invite to
all new members of the past year will be extended to them to come meet and eat with us.
For the new members, lunch is on us, for those of us that are not new members, there will
be a cost. More info to follow.
As you read this, Sue and I will be driving the Zone 6 Grand Tour II. If you’re not with us, I’m
sorry. This was a fun event the last time and we’re sure it will be another great event.
What’s not to like, driving 2,000 miles on some truly fine Porsche roads with 20 other
Porsche cars filled with Porsche people. After all, “It’s not the cars, it’s the people”.
Dinner meeting attendance is doing so well we may have to buy more table and chairs!
That’s a good thing. Thank you to Gretchen Kolb and all the volunteers that help set-up and
tear-down at each dinner. PCA is fueled by your volunteer efforts and we wouldn’t be the
club it is without you.
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That’s all for now, I’m off to the garage to check wheel torque, tire pressures, oil level, clean
the windows and start loading up. Grand Tour here we come.
See you down the road, I’ll be flashing my lights at you!

Tim
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PORSCHE OF BEND

KENDALL CAR SHOW

Saturday, June 8th turned out to be a perfect day for an all-Porsche car show!
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Colorful! Is the best adjective to describe the collection of Porsches.

Approximately 45 cars of the High Desert Region were displayed to commemorate 71 years
of Porsche!
Mike Tessen, service
manager, arranged the
cars to display all the
different eras to
maximum exposure.
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Jerry Kolb won the
“Peoples Choice” award
presented by Mike Tessen
and Jamie Reed, Porsche
Brand Ambassador,for his
nicely restored 1966 Irish
Green 912 Coupe.

Kendall Porsche of Bend pulled out all the stops to make it a great day – a “Peoples Choice”
voting, catered drinks and dinner, and the special unveiling of the new Macan!
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Rob Weston, sales, and Jamie Reed pull the cover on the newest version of Porsche’s 2nd
best seller, the Macan.
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ON THE ROAD AGAIN
…JUST CAN’T WAIT TO GET ON THE ROAD AGAIN,
THE LIFE I LOVE IS DRIVING PORSCHES WITH MY FRIENDS,
AND I CAN’T WAIT TO BE ON THE ROAD AGAIN!

Looking (and planning) Ahead…..
July…….6- A&D
19- Forest Grove Concours Tour
August..2 -Griot’s/Leavenworth Tour
3- A&D and New Member Lunch
16- Shakespeare Tour
September….
6- Maryhill Loops Tour
7- A&D
10- Astoria/Cannon Beach Tour
Sign up when available on MotorsportsReg.com, and Get That Porsche On The Road
Again!!
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IN THE REAR VIEW
MIRROR
Where were we in Past Julys?

2006
A&D to Post

2007 –Historic Races Tour
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2008
A&D Road-side Repair
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2009 July 4th Celebration

2010 –Funkhana!
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2014 –Baker City Tour

2017- Porsche Parade in Spokane

--where HDR Region won 5 Blue Ribbons, a Zuffenhausen award, and 2 overall best-inclass!!!
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MEMBER MEETING AND DINNER

Pres Tim and past-pres
Jerry work the room.
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The big fun event for the evening
was a radio-controlled car shootout single elimination tournament!
First up: Steve Cunnngham and
Mark McConnell trade paint to see
who advances.

An unexpected challenge: the slick floors at Club
Carrera made the cars VERY difficult to steer!

What started off as a nice, neat track layout
quickly turned into what Pres Tim called “ice
racing”! You get the picture.
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Combo Demolition derby and Whack-a-cup!

The clear winner was Tim Morris,
who actually made 5 laps in a row
without hitting a “cone” and
posting a very impressive clean
time!! According to Pres Tim first
prize was the RED GT2RS in the
Kendall showroom! We will seegood luck collecting, Tim!
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COWBOY DINNER TREE TOUR
By: Penny Bird

Sunshine, Friendship, A Drive through The Outback, Fine Food

What could be better for a beautiful Sunday in June? On June 23 seven Porsche’s and
fourteen individuals met for a trip to the outback in Central Oregon, and dinner at the
Cowboy Dinner Tree. For the past three years, this has become an annual event for the High
Desert Porsche Club. Our group of fun loving drivers took the One and one-half Hour, 84
mile trek across the Outback.
On the way to dinner we made a stop at Fort
Rock State Park which offered an opportunity
to hike the rock and view the ecological
changes that have occurred over thousands of
years. Time permitting, the historic Fort Rock
Museum offered the experience of visiting a
restored Fort Rock village of days gone by,
complete with a school house, general store,
and planted gardens.

At 3:30 we gathered at our cars for the traditional group photo and prepared for the drive to
Silver Lake for a 4:00 pm dinner at the Cowboy Dinner Tree.
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The restaurant is an old cowboy bunk
house that was a stop over for cowboys
and ranch hands on their travels across
the Oregon outback. It has been
converted to a rustic restaurant serving a
ranch hand style meal with a limited
menu. Reservations are needed in
advance, at which time each diner selects
one of two meal offerings- Steak (a huge
chunk of beef at least 1-1/2 pounds,
(actually a small roast), or a whole roasted chicken. Dinner comes complete with a choice of
Iced Tea, Pink Lemonade or coffee (served in one quart Mason jars), a fresh green salad with
homemade dressing, cowboy bean soup or chowder, homemade dinner rolls, a huge baked
potato, and topped off with mixed berry shortcake for dessert. All sides are served family
style, and steak lovers may choose how they want their steak cooked. Diners are encouraged
to bring a cooler, and offered plastic bags to carry home their leftovers.

Over the past years everyone seems
pleased with their experience. Surely no
one goes home hungry. All attendees look
forward to The Dinner Tree Drive becoming
a lasting tradition.
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A QUEST FULFILLED
Most of us know Duram Plummer as the guy who developed the Durametric – arguably the
best diagnostic tool for your Porsche you can buy, but I recently discovered another side to
the Porsche fanatic behind the electronic genius.
A certifiable car-kid who began buying, fixing and reselling VW’s when he was only 12, he
quickly converted to a Porsche fan and when he was 14 he bought his first Porsche, a ’54
Cabrio! He heard rumors of a more complete car and convinced his father to drive him out
to the desert near Palm Springs to see the car. That viewing in 1984 of an unmolested 1955
Pre-A Porsche Bent-window coupe parked in the desert sun and not driven since 1977
convinced him that he HAD to have that car! The owner wouldn’t sell it to him, but at least
agreed to put it in a container storage box to protect it from the sun, if not the heat.
This began an unrelenting chase by Duram to purchase the car. Multiple contacts and visits
to the owners through the past 35 years, as it passed down the owner’s family, failed to
secure the car which remained locked in the box. Finally, in 2019, through his nephew he
was able to convince the family to part with the stored car, which to Duram was like getting
the Holy Grail! Talk about dedication and perseverance!
The opening of the Time-capsule Conex box must have been like opening King Tut’s tomb.
Fully recorded by a film crew, revealed in all its glory(?) and dust, the object of his
obsession was revealed. The box had not even been unlocked in 34 years!!
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The first time to have the door open
in 34 years!

Steve Thomas, the relunctant seller with his ‘55 Coupe
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The untouched and unwashed car caused
quite a scene at Luftegetkuhlt 6 in L.A. this
spring where it was displayed prior to making
its way to its new home in Bend. Carefully
examined and recorded by authors and
Porsche Factory reps, many details were
clarified which had been uncertain in other
cars.

First Wash!
Originally Turkish Red with a Cream Yellow interior, the Euro
car was delivered new in Spain to a US Serviceman, and had
105K Km on the dial when parked in 1977. Chassis #53587 is
a 1500 Normal, non-sunroof, numbers matching car that has
not been damaged, no rust, all original parts except for the
radio and an Abarth exhaust. The original wheels with the
car are 16x3”.
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Duram invited Fred Nielsen to look
over the car to give his 356 expert
opinions regarding originality and
correctness of the various rare parts.
Obviously, Duram is quite an expert
too, but with few resources to confirm
parts rarely seen, any additional
knowledge was valuable.
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So now the question for Duram is “What are your plans for the car?” He has received lots of
opinions from “leave it like it is” to “fully restore”. The Factory wanted to display it in the
Porsche Museum “as is” for a couple years, but after such a long chase there is no way
Duram will let it out of his sight! He has already started restoring the mechanicals to make
it driveable, and several of the original parts (like rotted rugs) had to be removed. It will
certainly be enjoyed by Duram, no matter how complete or limited the restoration he
chooses.
Thanks, Duram, for sharing this Porsche time capsule with us and for your dedication to
obtaining this unique ’55 356!!

Text by Bren Hirschberg, Photos by Duram and Bren
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LAST HDRPCA TOUR
OF THE YEAR…
Join us to visit historical Astoria and picturesque Cannon Beach
on the Oregon Coast.! We will see the unique Astoria Column,
the outstanding Maritime Museum, drive the longest bridge of
its type in North America, walk Cannon Beach to ogle Haystack
Rock, enjoy a hosted wine party, stopover at the Tillamook
Cheese Factory, and dine at some fun restaurants!
Dates: September 10, 11, and 12
RSVP to either of the tour leaders:
Mike Sampson at mike@alpinehardwoods.com or Scott Loring

Astoria Column

at srloring@bendcable.com
Then make your room reservations stating that you are with the High Desert Porsche
Club:
September 10th Hampton Inn & Suites in
Astoria - Information to follow
September 11th Inn at Cannon Beach – phone#
503 436 9085 - $119 plus taxes (by August 10)
(If you like, stay additional nights at the Inn at
Cannon Beach)
Finally, respond to Motorsport.reg when the
Cannon Beach

announcement comes through.
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